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Abstract

This article examines how school and municipal planning practices contributed to segregated 
schools and segregated neighborhoods well after Brown. In Nashville, Tennessee, a consolidated 
city–county municipality, federal urban renewal and housing initiatives and federal education 
guidelines linked with local practices to favor suburban space, neglect urban space, and reinforce 
segregation in both housing and schooling. School construction policies served the interests of 
suburban real estate development and helped to concentrate poor black children and families in 
the central city. The range of policies and market forces at work in linking schools and housing 
proves the falsity of the de jure–de facto framework courts and historians often applied to school 
segregation. An uneven distribution of educational resources shaped over decades by local and 
federal policy led to an uneven distribution of the burdens that came with busing, an inequality 
made to seem normal by spatial ideology that favored the predominantly white suburbs.
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In its landmark 1971 Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg decision authorizing busing for school 
desegregation, the Supreme Court acknowledged the direct role of schools in shaping the hous-
ing market. “People gravitate toward school facilities. . . . The location of schools may thus 
influence the patterns of residential development of a metropolitan area and have important 
impact on composition of inner-city neighborhoods”—and the composition of suburban neigh-
borhoods as well, the justices might have noted. The Court also recognized that past school 
construction and school closures “have been used as a potent weapon for creating or maintaining 
a state-segregated school system.”1 The outcry over Swann’s remedy for school segregation—
busing across neighborhood lines within a school district—overwhelmed attention to important 
aspects of its diagnosis. School segregation continuing after Brown stemmed from a wide range 
of local school and planning decisions that linked segregated schools and segregated neighbor-
hoods. Local practices gained support from federal urban renewal and housing initiatives as 
well as federal education guidelines that favored suburban space, neglected urban space, and 
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reinforced segregation in both housing and schooling. Local and federal influences built a potent 
spatial ideology that cast suburban space as the appropriate site for schooling and urban areas as 
both declining and ill suited for schools.

In Nashville, Tennessee, a consolidated countywide district since 1963, school officials con-
centrated most new school construction in the suburban areas of Davidson County. They did so 
with aid from municipal planners, whose role in school policy generally is central and understud-
ied. Private interests, including real estate developers, sales agents, and financiers, exerted pres-
sures on these public officials to conform the educational landscape to fit their growth agendas.2 
School construction patterns favored the predominantly white, middle-class residents of 
Nashville’s suburbs while neglecting students and families in poorer and majority-black urban 
neighborhoods where many schools were in poor condition, overcrowded, or shuttered entirely. 
By the early 1970s, when the majority of white families and many middle-class black families 
had themselves moved to the suburbs, these forces deepened the concentration of poor black 
children and families in the central city.

In 1971, following Swann, a federal court order initiated busing for desegregation in Nashville 
and Davidson County. A wide range of public agents, including local and federal education 
administrators and elected officials, managed and shaped the busing plan. Spatial ideologies 
continued to influence education policy, informing a desegregation plan that favored suburban 
residents and disproportionately burdened urban students and families. Under busing, thousands 
of school children traveled daily across an uneven educational landscape shaped by local and 
federal policies.

The multiplicity of government and market forces at work in linking schools and housing 
proves the falsity of the de jure–de facto framework historians and courts often applied to school 
segregation, a framework that rests on four inaccurate polarities. First, the de jure–de facto 
dichotomy treats segregation in housing as developing independently from segregation in schools 
and casts schools in a reactive rather than participatory role in the making of segregation.3 
Second, it views post-Brown segregation as the result of private or market forces, separate from 
public incentives and policies, when in fact public policies responded directly to and were rein-
forced by private markets. Although historians have shown the deep influence of public policy 
on residential segregation, the de facto label still persists when discussing schools.4 Third, school 
desegregation litigation and historical narratives often use de facto and de jure as temporal cat-
egories. They suggest a tidy progression: after courts ended school districts’ de jure segregation-
ist policies, school boards sought to counter de facto segregation until courts declared the district 
unitary. These categories fit for quickly modifiable, short-term policies, such as the assignment 
of students to schools or the drawing of zone boundaries, but fail to reckon with decisions that 
had decades-long consequences. When, for example, is the impact of inequitable school con-
struction patterns, or state-sponsored segregation in public housing, over? In Nashville, public 
and private forces, and immediate and historic public policies, linked residential and educational 
segregation and fostered persistent educational inequality, both before and during busing.

The fourth misleading binary is between an exceptional, de jure South segregated by Jim 
Crow laws and a free-market, de facto North where school assignment patterns allegedly reflected 
only housing trends.5 Although the particular focus of this case study is a southern metropolitan 
district, school boards across the country adopted policies of site selection and gerrymandered 
attendance zones so as to reinforce and deepen residential segregation.6 From the late 1950s 
onward, local actors drew on federal policies and national intellectual currents in school con-
struction, urban renewal, and housing, applying federal programs to a southern metropolitan 
landscape shaped under Jim Crow. Therefore, Nashville’s story illuminates dynamics that are as 
much national as local, as much American as southern.
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Schools in Metropolitan Space

During the decades after World War II, federal policies in housing and transportation encour-
aged the dispersion of white, middle-class families into the suburbs.7 Education officials also 
reinforced the prosuburban bent of federal policy. In 1958, the Department of Health, Education, 
and Welfare (HEW) published a guide to school site selection that reveals official federal 
assumptions that quality education should be found in suburban settings. Emphasizing the 
school site as “an educational tool itself,” HEW argued that “schools should be located in an 
environment that stimulates love and appreciation of the beautiful in life.” Such a statement 
might have allowed multiple interpretations of “the beautiful,” but the report consistently nar-
rowed this definition to suburban locales as it set out criteria for school site selection and gave 
examples from around the country.8

The images in HEW’s School Sites report made the point powerfully. Fourteen of the seven-
teen illustrations show a newly constructed school in what can only be described as a pastoral 
setting—rolling lawns, an occasional stand of trees or a more densely wooded background, and 
possibly even a lake in view (Figure 1). Only three showed any other sign of development, and 
that development was limited to detached houses. The text elaborated, cautioning against noise, 
dust, and congestion and suggesting that schools needed “clean air and abundant sunshine.” 
Therefore, areas with “high buildings” should be avoided “if at all possible.” School sites and 
any commercial or industrial development were also incompatible, as were “crowded neighbor-
hoods.” For federal officials, these were not trifling considerations. Factors such as smoke and 
noise and the presence of tall buildings were “depressing and annoying, and there is little or no 
justification for selecting sites that subject persons to irritations from these sources.” “School 
boards should give careful consideration to the health and safety of students . . . as they examine 

Figure 1. 
Source: James Taylor, School Sites: Selection, Development, and Utilization (US Dept. of Health, Education, and 
Welfare Office of Education, Special Publication No. 7) (Washington, DC: Government Printing Office, 1958), p. 35.
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prospective pieces of land for the location of schools, because the lives and welfare of young 
Americans are at stake.”9

Unlike explicitly segregationist policies such as Federal Housing Administration lending 
standards, School Sites issued seemingly commonsensical calls for the health and safety of chil-
dren. But adding federal pressures for suburbanization to a housing and schooling landscape 
already divided by Jim Crow meant further segregation and encouraged the concentration of 
poor black families in the center city. Following the traditional de facto–de jure, housing–schools 
binary would suggest that school construction in the suburbs simply followed residential housing 
patterns. Tracing school construction decisions and their roots in politics and ideology shows 
instead that public officials explicitly privileged suburban space in education policy and under-
stood the power of schooling to influence local housing markets—that educational policies drove 
housing patterns, not only the reverse.10

Prosuburban policies in education as well as housing and transit helped to deepen patterns of 
inequality even in consolidated metropolitan areas that linked city, suburbs, and rural areas under 
a single government. In 1962, the citizens of the City of Nashville and surrounding Davidson 
County approved the consolidation of their previously separate governments into a single political 
entity, Metropolitan Nashville and Davidson County. The new consolidated unit covered 533 
square miles and was home to over four hundred thousand residents, just under half of whom 
lived within the old city boundaries.11 Nashville’s urban neighborhoods were densely populated 
compared to outlying areas but did not fit many stereotypes of urban space. Detached homes 
predominated, and apartments, including public housing, rarely rose over three stories.

Consolidation remade the demographic and political profile of local government. As of 1960, 
the densely settled city’s population had been 62 percent white, 38 percent black. As a proportion 
of the entire county, including suburban and some rural areas, black residents made up only 19 
percent.12 The new Metropolitan Charter gave the mayor appointive power over all administra-
tive boards, including education and planning. Although the Metropolitan Council’s thirty-five 
council districts included six majority-black districts, six at-large members offset black represen-
tatives’ influence.13 The last mayor of the City of Nashville, Ben West, had governed through a 
coalition of white and black voters. The first mayor of consolidated Metro Nashville was a 
former Davidson county executive, C. Beverly Briley, who felt he could govern without the 
support of the black population.14

Although black plaintiffs gained leverage through litigation, the implementation of school 
desegregation closed them out of the distribution of educational resources. School desegregation 
in Nashville became a project of administrative agencies—both local and federal—rather than of 
democratic politics. The planning commission’s professional staff collaborated with school 
administrators and federal agencies to design desegregation and school construction, and they 
did so within the boundaries of city redevelopment and growth plans articulated by national plan-
ning consultants. This world of population projections, expert judgments, and professional stan-
dards corresponded to the powerful local growth coalition’s interests but limited access and 
recourse for black activists.

Both before and after Brown, Nashville’s city planners and school administrators adopted 
school construction practices that favored segregated white suburban spaces and often left urban, 
primarily poorer black students in crowded and inferior schools. From 1960 to 1972, Metro 
Nashville Public Schools opened twenty-four new schools, or more than one-sixth of the total 
schools in operation in 1972. The overwhelming majority of these new schools sat in areas of 
established or new suburban development and served predominantly or exclusively white popu-
lations, in keeping with national trends. The one school planned for a predominantly black urban 
neighborhood was smaller in capacity than many of its suburban counterparts, and its construc-
tion was subsidized by urban renewal grants for the area.15
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As the school district engaged in extensive building in the suburbs where enrollments were 
rising, several existing urban schools were enrolled over capacity, using portable classrooms 
or nonclassroom space to house as many as two hundred students. Planners acknowledged 
overcrowding but turned to vague language about “land use [in the area] being in flux” or pre-
dicted that an urban residential area would be “converted to use for other purposes through 
public action as well as through private initiative” to avoid calling for new facilities in the city. 
When they did make such a call, they failed to identify where a suggested new school would be 
built.16 Instead, they focused on new building in suburban areas. Added to school closure deci-
sions made in the first year of busing, these patterns amounted to an extensive redistribution of 
schools in metropolitan space (Figures 2a and 2b).

Although it was staffed by professional planners, the composition of the Metropolitan 
Planning Commission itself reflected a pattern common in Nashville agencies involved in land 
use. More than half of the mayor’s appointees to this and similar boards had direct ties to the real 
estate development industry; another 7 percent were attorneys, likely indirectly involved in real 
estate. In a small city with an interwoven network of banking, finance, and industrial interests 
(which represented the dominant forces in the local economy), nearly all of the commissioners 
connected in some fashion to real estate. Their membership was remarkably stable from the 
1950s into the 1970s. In addition to the direct business representation on the commission, sus-
tained pressures came from what one staffer described as the “big financial and commercial insti-
tutions,” whose lobbying was “constant and pervasive.” The commission’s staff was not likely to 
issue a report or make recommendations that would run afoul of local real estate interests, as 
deeply woven into the planning commission—and other branches of metro government—as they 
were.17

Real estate and development interests benefited from including a new school, already under 
construction, in the list of amenities that their nascent communities had to offer. The school 
board often cooperated with real estate developers to plan and build new schools in suburban 
developments. This history of cooperation merged market-driven incentives for school con-
struction in suburban areas with the institutional habits of the school board and planning 
commission.

Local developers understood the value in connecting new suburbs and new schools. Beginning 
in the 1940s, H. G. Hill, Jr., heir to a family grocery chain turned real estate developer and 
banker, built a group of subdivisions in an area called Hillwood, which stretched southwest into 
a previously rural quadrant of the county. Hill donated land for two schools to serve his new 
neighborhoods. Hill’s example was followed by other developers in later years, including Moses 
McKissack, a pioneering developer of inner-ring suburbs for black families. By 1966, the school 
board saw enrollments growing in Hillwood and decided that a new school was merited, but there 
was limited land available in the area, nearly all being under developers’ ownership. Developers 
had foreseen the need for a school, having much earlier identified a parcel with excellent topogra-
phy and central location, and “more or less reserve[d] this tract for school purposes for a number 
of years.” The owner of the plot, the Warner Park Estates Company, was interested enough to sell 
the land to the school board at a price one-third below the appraised value. Similar land deals 
were made for new, larger facilities to replace older, overcrowded ones, as in the case of an 
upgrade to the suburban H. G. Hill Elementary School. In this way, suburban developers secured 
modern schools for their subdivisions and effectively chose school sites before the school district 
and its planners acted.18

Having encouraged the building of schools in their neighborhoods, developers and real estate 
agents then used schools as important elements of their marketing and advertising efforts. In 
Hillwood, claims that homes were “walking distance to H. G. Hill Elementary School” or were 
zoned for Hillwood High School frequently appeared in real estate advertisements in the 1960s. 
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Figure 2. 
Sources: MPC, Schools for 1980; School Directory, MNPS, 1979-1980; City of Nashville Public Schools 
Directory, 1960-1961; “Pupil Enrollment,” 1969, Kelley, Box 11, File 4; “Fifteen Year Analysis of Enrollment 
Trends, Metro Nashville Public Schools,” 1984, Kelley, Box 21, File 1984; and John Egerton, “Analysis of 
Data From Interrogatories Submitted to Metropolitan School System,” 1970, Kelley, Box 11, File 4, (1 of 
2). 1970 population figures are from the 1970 Decennial Census, available from Minnesota Population 
Center. National Historical Geographic Information System: Pre-release Version 0.1. Minneapolis, MN: University 
of Minnesota 2004, at http://www.nhgis.org. I am indebted to the staff of Columbia University’s Electronic 
Data Service (now Digital Social Science Center) for extensive assistance with GIS.
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Figure 3. 
Source: Tennessean, May 4, 1964 and May 5, 1968. Reprinted courtesy of the Nashville Tennessean.

Other ads shouted “Rosebank School Area” or “Prestige Overton High!” and then continued on 
to describe the houses’ bathrooms, bedrooms, or acreage or the age of the roof (Figures 3a and 
3b).19 Real estate agents touted proximity to a wide range of schools, typically listing more than 
20 schools by name in a given day’s classifieds, a significant portion of the roughly 130 schools 
in operation in the 1960s.20 City planners and real estate interests understood the power of 
schools to determine home values and steer the suburban residential development that benefited 
a web of interests from sales agents to mortgage banks.

The 1963 consolidation of the city of Nashville and Davidson County prompted the newly 
formed metropolitan school district to take stock of its facilities. Jointly the Metropolitan 
Planning Commission and newly formed Metropolitan Nashville Public Schools surveyed the 
school system and projected future need. Their efforts resulted in a more than three-hundred-
page report titled Schools for 1980. The report set forth “principles” and “objectives” to guide 
future school construction, location, and closures.21

Schools for 1980 outlined supposedly impartial criteria that revealed the depth of metropolitan 
government bias toward suburban spaces and against schooling in urban ones. After broadly stating 
that the board should plan for “harmonious relationships between school sites and surrounding land 
uses,” the planning commission more specifically asserted that “areas with objectionable features 
[such] as dust, noise, odors, smoke, congested traffic, busy highways and railroads should be 
avoided as site locations,” as “these nuisances destroy the proper environment for teaching and 
learning.” Expressly citing HEW’s School Sites, Schools for 1980 issued commonsense calls for 
quiet and safe school sites that implicitly required suburban over urban school location. The prefer-
ence for suburban space was even more explicit by 1970, when a school construction policy that 
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reiterated the principles in Schools for 1980 added that “locating schools in areas zoned for com-
mercial or apartment use should be avoided whenever possible.”22

Schools for 1980 also suggested that schools get ahead of the suburbanization trend, to achieve 
economies as well as respond to shifting demographics. Calls for “advanced procurement of 
[school] sites” suggested that the district build schools and wait for students to move to them, 
assuming development of new suburban population centers. When, a few years after the plan-
ning commission published Schools for 1980, attorneys for the school system stood up in court 
and drew on de facto rhetoric to assert that continuing school segregation was simply the product 
of residential segregation patterns that the school district followed and were out of their control, 
this “principle” would go unmentioned.23

The Metropolitan Planning Commission and Board of Education adopted standards for school 
site size that required at least ten acres for an average elementary school and more than thirty for 
an average high school, with an acre covering roughly the area of a football field. Even the 
system’s flagship high school opened in 1971 to house 3,200 students on a forty-four-acre par-
cel surrounded by land recently developed as a park, only met the suggested size guidelines by 
including adjacent park acreage (Figure 4). Using these standards, new school construction 
would have to take place in suburban areas—where else would such extensive tracts of land be 
available and affordable? Mayor Briley capitalized on these minimum site size requirements. 
When arguing for court permission to continue suburban building, Briley told the afternoon 
paper that “I just don’t believe the court would keep us from replacing buildings which are 
dangerous for students and relocating them in areas where we can obtain adequate space for 
campuses.”24

The principles and standards in Schools for 1980 were more than rhetoric. Four years after 
Schools for 1980, school board attorneys asserted that the report guided all school construction 

Figure 4.  Aerial view of McGavock High School, Nashville, Tennessee. Courtesy of Metropolitan 
Archives of Nashville-Davidson County.
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decisions, and two years after that the district proposed a school construction policy that clearly 
echoed the report’s principles and standards. The impact of Schools for 1980 is evident in the 
breach as well. Beneath the statements of principle and ideology at the front of the report, plan-
ners did slate some urban schools for repair or expansion. But many of these repairs did not 
materialize. A few years after the report, the conditions in several urban schools remained poor. 
Clemons School had cracking plaster ceilings and walls, broken windows, and exposed heating 
pipes inside classrooms, while the four-story wood-frame Pearl Elementary lacked fire escapes. 
Ironically, even as these poor conditions stemmed from segregation, improvements could have 
furthered it. Many districts in the South used facilities improvements selectively to make segre-
gated facilities, attempting to slow plaintiffs’ demands for desegregation.25

In court, school administrators used their adherence to the principles and standards in Schools 
for 1980 to claim unbiased decision making regarding school construction. Even if such remarks 
were genuine, the disparate impact remained. Prosuburban approaches to distributing public 
resources such as schools, drawing on national trends and rhetoric, layered on top of existing Jim 
Crow patterns to deepen segregation. Instead of responding to a segregated landscape in housing, 
often erroneously labeled de facto, school officials were helping to build this landscape by bind-
ing together housing and schooling in the process of suburban development.

If Schools for 1980 pushed schools outward, housing planners used schools to draw and hold 
low-income black families inward, in the city center. Urban renewal projects in Nashville show 
two crucial connections between schools and housing, both of which reinforced segregation. In 
1959, the then-City of Nashville undertook a two-thousand-acre urban renewal project in East 
Nashville. Planners used segregated black and white schools as markers for neighborhoods, 
identifying sections as the “Meigs School/Douglas Park” area or the “Warner School/East Park” 
neighborhood.26 They located new public housing construction around two sides of a segregated 
black school (Figure 5). Although planned in the late 1950s, this housing project did not open for 
more than fifteen years, by which time other nearby housing projects were occupied primarily by 
poor black families, creating a large concentration by both race and income.27

Second, the federal urban renewal formula provided financial incentive for local agencies to 
locate schools within project boundaries. The Nashville Housing Authority’s Edgehill Urban 
Renewal Project, under way in the mid-1960s, not only proposed concentrated low-income hous-
ing that officials assumed would be occupied by black residents exclusively but also included 
new school construction for the children living in these housing projects. Building a new school 
in the Edgehill area meant that the expenditures for that school would count toward Nashville’s 
local one-third share of urban renewal expenses. The greater the proportion of students who 
came from within the project area, the larger the percentage of school construction funds counted 
toward the city’s local contribution. Two-thirds of the funds spent on a new school could be 
recouped in federal matching funds, which could then be spent on public housing or other urban 
renewal expenditures. School construction thus expanded the scope of the renewal project with-
out cost to its administrator, the Nashville Housing Authority, while also binding segregated 
housing and schooling even more closely together.28

Metropolitan consolidation also brought new pressures on the planning commission to docu-
ment and predict current and future population in the metropolitan area. Like many post–World 
War II American cities, Nashville experienced simultaneous growth and demographic shifts 
between 1950 and 1970. In 1960, the population of the county outside of the city surpassed that 
of the city itself. Flight from the urban core was not the only cause. Although approximately 
23,000 white people chose to move out of the city limits between 1940 and 1960, the total county 
population increased by over 140,000. Urban out-migration contributed to suburbanization, but 
the explosive growth of the 1950s, continuing into the 1960s, came from white people relocating 
to the Nashville area and choosing to reside in the suburbs. For the school population, this trend 
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meant stability in total enrollment figures for city schools (increasing by 1,000 students from 
1954 to 1963), but 69 percent growth in the surrounding county schools.29

Amid these shifting demographics, planners frequently issued population projections. Many 
contained significant overestimations of both inner-city population decline and suburban popula-
tion increase. Estimating population change from 1966 to 1970, in documents school and federal 
officials later relied on in making school opening and closing decisions, planners assumed an 
inner-city population decline nearly three times greater than that which occurred.30 How planners 
represented population distribution and their estimates of future change—largely through their 
maps—show how the prosuburban assumptions of the spatial ideology at work in Nashville 
could elide poor urban families, most of whom were black, from the metropolitan landscape.

In the late 1950s, planners cautiously documented both the persistence of dense central settle-
ment and low-density suburban expansion. Maps focusing on areas of growth and decline in 
percentage terms came with disclaimers—that percentage change over differently sized, differ-
ently dense regions can be misleading, either by exaggerating growth or overstating decline—
and planners included maps that displayed the same data differently, as a useful counterpoint.31

A decade later, the planning commission’s focus on ascertaining where growth was happening 
overrode care to provide multiple interpretations of the data, and planning maps distorted popula-
tion data and projections. The dozens of maps included in the planning commission’s 1969 

Figure 5. 
Source: 1950 and 1960 U.S. Census, available from Minnesota Population Center. National Historical 
Geographic Information System: Pre-release Version 0.1. Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota 2004, at 
http://www.nhgis.org.
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Figure 6. 
Source: Metropolitan Planning Commission. “Projected Distribution of Residential Population in 
Nashville-Davidson County to 1985,” (Nashville, TN: MPC, 1969), Map 8. Original color image retouched 
for legibility in black and white.

population projections showed all demographic changes in the county in percentage-change terms. 
For example, a layperson looking at population projection maps from the Metropolitan Planning 
Commission would notice areas of growth and decline (Figure 6). Asked to answer the question of 
where schools were needed, they would reasonably conclude that developing schools in the city 
would be wasteful and that all building should happen farther into the suburbs. In this focus on 
suburban growth and development, planners overlooked the needs of inner-city students. Instead, 
planners focused on changes they assumed to be inexorable: rapid urban decline and displacement 
of urban residential areas by commercial development and fast suburban growth.32

In fact, as of 1970, Nashville’s school-aged population was distributed across suburban areas 
and remained densely concentrated in urban areas, as census data revealed (Figure 7). Planning 
maps obscured this fact for those who relied on them. How planners thought about population 
growth and how they represented growth or decline contributed to plans for education that sepa-
rated urban communities from schooling and neglected urban black students.
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Taken together, these planning practices and ideologies of metropolitan space meant that by 
the late 1960s Nashville had many new suburban schools and decaying, if often crowded, city 
ones. It was at this time that Nashville’s school desegregation case entered a new phase, the 
outlines of which were greatly influenced by the uneven educational landscape.

Busing: Distributing Schools and Students
By the late 1960s, Nashville schools had been under court order for desegregation for a decade, 
but clear signs of segregation remained. Like many urban districts in the North, West, and 
elsewhere in the South, the Nashville school board gerrymandered zone lines so as to bring 
about as little actual desegregation as possible. Nonetheless, the proportions of black children 
enrolled in formerly segregated white schools increased gradually over the late 1960s, primarily 
a product of residential racial succession instead of any school board efforts. Black children 
remained heavily concentrated in previously segregated black schools: 63 percent of all black 

Figure 7. 
Source: 1970 U.S. Decennial Census, available from Minnesota Population Center. National Historical Geographic 
Information System: Pre-release Version 0.1. Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota 2004, at http://www.nhgis.
org. This map uses census age categories 5-9 years and 10-14 years to measure school-age students.
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children attended schools that were less than 2 percent white. Simultaneously, 53 percent of all 
white children went to schools that were less than 2 percent black.33

In 1968 the Supreme Court held, in Green v. County School Board of New Kent County, that 
school districts must move beyond freedom of choice desegregation plans to eliminate dual sys-
tems “root and branch.”34 Nashville plaintiffs’ attorney Avon N. Williams, Jr. then returned to 
court in 1968 to push for more extensive desegregation. In the summer of 1970, Williams won a 
decision condemning the district’s gerrymandered geographic zones and its use of school con-
struction to hamper desegregation.35 Before the school board could implement a new plan 
prompted by this decision, the Supreme Court announced that it would hear Swann v. 
Charlotte-Mecklenburg. In Swann, U.S. District Court Judge James B. McMillan had ordered 
busing between urban and suburban schools to achieve desegregation in the face of existing resi-
dential segregation in Charlotte, like Nashville a consolidated metropolitan school district. The 
Nashville case went on hold, awaiting a Charlotte decision that would set the terms for its own.36

Nashville U.S. District Court Judge L. Clure Morton held hearings in March and April 1971, 
interrupted at times by antibusing protesters. After the Supreme Court issued its April Swann 
decision, Morton ruled that neither the school board’s nor the plaintiffs’ proposed plans were 
sufficient and that busing would be required in Nashville. The defendant school board put for-
ward substantially the same plan from 1970, relying on rezoning and making little response to 
the recent Swann ruling. Morton found the plaintiffs’ plan lacking sufficient detail on implemen-
tation. He turned to representatives of the federal HEW to prepare a plan, as they had done for 
other districts in the South.37

Federal officials drew on and perpetuated local spatial ideology, some of which their own 
organization had helped to shape through publications such as the 1958 report discussed earlier. 
HEW officials used data provided by the school board, including student residence patterns, 
existing school zone lines, and evaluation of school building condition. Much of these data 
came in the form of a 1971 report commissioned by the board titled “Building and School 
Improvement Study” (BASIS) and prepared by outside consultants. BASIS designated many of 
Nashville’s urban schools as “inadequate” or “unacceptable.” At the high school level, the con-
sultants did not label a single urban school acceptable, but they praised suburban facilities. 
Some urban schools were in fact in poor condition because of a lack of appropriate repairs over 
decades as discussed above, or they failed to meet standards of site size and architecture such 
as those in Schools for 1980.38

The BASIS report created a superficially objective measure of Nashville’s school facilities 
but included value judgments about where schools should sit in metropolitan space. The 174 
criteria for evaluating schools, such as the size of the restrooms and the library’s illumination, 
also included the “age” and “condition” of the surrounding neighborhood. Using this matrix, a 
recently constructed, modern facility in a poor neighborhood would be marked down for its sur-
roundings, implying that there could be no excellent school in a poor neighborhood. HEW plan-
ners accepted the BASIS designations without review, although they did make a driving tour of 
most of the district’s schools.39

HEW planners identified five urban schools for closure, close to home for the area’s poorer 
African American residents, and downgraded four other urban schools, either from high school 
to middle school or from elementary school to special education school. Although these schools 
remained open, their historical relationship to the community around them changed significantly 
through this shift. HEW explained some closures through reference to the poor (and sometimes 
dangerous) quality of the facilities, a result of earlier divestment in urban schools. Not all of the 
schools in such condition were shuttered, however, and HEW praised one school’s condition but 
terminated it because highway construction had cut it off from its residential zone.40
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That any urban schools would remain open in Nashville was not a given. When HEW officials 
outlined options for desegregating the city, second on the list was “[c]losing all of the inner-city 
schools and busing of the students to the outer-suburban schools.” The HEW team did not con-
sider the inverse. In a later phase of the busing plan, one group of white parents living in an 
inner-ring suburb and concerned that their children would be zoned to attend historically black 
Pearl High School used the same logic as they petitioned the court to close Pearl and zone their 
children and Pearl’s to suburban schools. Logistics helped to keep some city schools open 
because shuttering them would have meant increased busing and overcrowding until school con-
struction could catch up in the suburbs.41

Working off of BASIS’s designations did not mean that HEW planners closed all schools 
deemed unacceptable. Instead, such designations provided cover for closing schools as they 
chose. HEW’s team working in Nashville commented, “As it became obvious to the HEW team 
that some inner city schools could be discontinued, it relied heavily upon [BASIS] . . . in deter-
mining which schools it would recommend for closing.” The team did not explain why some 
urban schools “could” be closed.42 BASIS authors drew on the planning commission’s population 
reports and echoed the binary growth vs. decline structure seen in planning maps. BASIS grouped 
schools and the geographic areas they served into “high growth” and “high loss” categories, 
which implicitly endorsed school closures in so-called “high loss” areas.43

Working within the boundaries set by Swann, HEW’s team aimed for each school to have 
approximately 15 to 35 percent black students, while minimizing busing to the greatest extent 
possible. Planners first attempted to group schools together, to achieve a pool of students that 
would reach the 15 to 35 percent target. In some inner-ring suburbs, clustering three schools 
together and reassigning students by grade level could achieve the goal. Usually, clustering in 
this fashion was not possible given residential population distribution, so planners drew from 
two or more noncontiguous areas. For example, students from the zone around a previously seg-
regated black urban elementary school rode buses to one of two previously segregated white 
suburban elementary schools for first through fourth grades, and then all students attended the 
urban school for fifth and sixth grade. HEW allowed a few elementary schools to remain outside 
of the 15 to 35 percent target, but Judge Morton revised their plan to bring all schools within it, 
through increased busing. HEW and Morton did exempt those predominantly white schools 
close to the county boundaries that were too far from centers of black population to make deseg-
regation possible without excessively long bus rides.44

Metropolitan Nashville Public Schools served ninety-five thousand students in 1970–1971, 
roughly 75 percent of whom were white, 25 percent black. The geography of consolidation, 
which meant that flight to neighboring districts brought a significantly longer commute, and 
these demographics aided Nashville’s relative success in achieving targeted racial ratios through 
busing.45 The formal equality of racial ratios, however, did not guarantee substantive equity in 
the process or outcomes of busing. The spatial organization of Nashville schooling meant that 
most black children from urban areas rode buses out of their neighborhoods for at least nine of 
their twelve years in school. White children from the suburbs rarely did so for more than three. 
Travel distances were great. The plan distributed students differently at elementary, junior high, 
and high school and sent black students to a greater number of schools over their school years 
than white students. There were wide variations in the plan, but consistently the burden of bus-
ing sat squarely on the shoulders of black urban students.46 As Hubert Dixon, III, remembered 
it, riding buses out of his North Nashville neighborhood to seven different schools from second 
grade, when busing began, to graduation, he felt like “an agent of the federal government sent 
to desegregate schools throughout Nashville.”47 Historians have placed more emphasis on the 
role of busing in the making of white suburban conservatism and paid less attention to the expe-
rience of students like Hubert.48 Attending to these experiences forces recognition of inequities 
within busing itself.
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An uneven distribution of educational resources shaped over decades by local and federal 
policy led to an uneven distribution of the burdens that came with busing. All families with 
schoolchildren under busing experienced difficulties greater than mere inconveniences. These 
difficulties were greatest for black urban parents, whose children were bused out of their neigh-
borhoods for the majority of their years in school. Parents had trouble communicating with and 
traveling to school, especially if they did not own a car. Students who were bused out of their 
neighborhoods often could not participate in extracurricular activities. Black students attending 
school far from home often experienced harsh treatment by students and teachers, diminished 
expectations, and alienation. School starting times ranged from 7:00 to 10:30 a.m., closing times 
from 1:30 to 4:30, making school drop-off and pickup logistically difficult for parents. The more 
years students were bused out of their neighborhoods, the more these difficulties applied. 
Assigning grades 1 through 4 to suburban schools kept the youngest white students at home in 
the suburbs while their black age-mates rode buses. Plaintiffs’ attorneys raised many of these 
points in 1971, as they protested the disparate burden in the busing order.49

Inequalities in achievement persisted as well. Despite Nashville’s relative success at distribut-
ing students between schools to meet targeted racial ratios, the achievement gap remained 
between white and black students, with white students scoring higher on standardized tests and 
graduating at higher rates. Black students’ achievement did increase in these years relative to that 
of white children, but the gap did not close.50

One logistical barrier to an equitable distribution of burdens and opportunities in busing was 
the 3:1 ratio of white students to black students in the district. Given segregated housing patterns, 
this ratio meant a 1:3 ratio in travel—that is, black students would have to travel three times as 
much as white students to attend desegregated schools. Spatial ideology helped to make this 
difference seem appropriate and unavoidable, rather than a condition policy could actively try to 
work against (by constructing schools between black and white neighborhoods, for example, or 
improving central-city facilities to attract suburban families). Given an already thorny problem, 
ideology that favored suburban space over urban space and the policies that followed from it 
worsened the situation.

The court’s focus on racial ratios combined with prosuburban ideology to obscure questions 
of equity within the busing plan. Continued school closure patterns show this well. Once busing 
began, and the school district’s total student population fell from roughly ninety-five thousand 
students in 1970 to seventy thousand at the end of the decade, school closures continued. The 
smaller total enrollment did necessitate operating fewer facilities, but district administrators 
continued disproportionately to shut schools in majority-black neighborhoods.51 This trend 
was particularly ironic as it was students from these neighborhoods who were the least likely to 
leave the district for private schools or to move to outlying counties, the chief causes of enroll-
ment decline in the district.

School construction policies also continued to reflect a prosuburban bias, even during the era 
of court-ordered busing. Judge Morton’s 1971 order defined a perimeter road then under con-
struction, Briley Parkway, as the boundary between inner-city and suburban Nashville and 
required all new high schools to be constructed around this ring so as to facilitate desegrega-
tion.52 Morton’s order followed a school district administrator’s suggestion and reflected a 
national interest in midpoint schools—locating schools between black and white neighborhoods 
to ease desegregation. Even when the district made gestures to equity by using location in this 
fashion, prosuburban ideology tipped the balance in favor of suburban, predominantly white 
students. Referred to in court proceedings as between areas of black and white settlement, Briley 
Parkway was in fact adjacent to predominantly black neighborhoods only in one section to the 
north of the city; elsewhere in the early 1970s white suburban development predominated inside 
and outside the parkway. Even when Nashville planners and educators turned to the idea 
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of midpoint schools, encouraged by desegregation advocates, applying the notion to their own 
landscape shifted schools even farther from urban centers of population than the national discus-
sion suggested.53

Spatial ideology not only rationalized and underwrote unequal school facilities decisions 
before the beginning of busing for desegregation but also thoroughly influenced the making of 
the busing plan itself. Prosuburban language and imagery normalized and rendered superficially 
objective an unequal distribution of educational resources that shunted the burdens of busing 
onto black students. As white families withdrew their children from public schools under the 
busing order and enrollment fell, the district tried to use school location to hold on to white 
students, further burdening black students in the process. Richard Pride and David Woodward 
have shown that rates of white withdrawals from public schools in Nashville varied greatly 
depending on the proportion of black people residing in the areas to which students were bused. By 
privileging predominantly white suburban space, official action reinforced individual resistance.54

Housing markets provided another set of forces that reinterpreted and shaped desegregation. 
In the 1970s, classified housing advertisements continued to provide information for consumers 
interested in both housing and schools just as they had in the suburban boom of the early 1960s. 
Ads show not only how real estate sales agents worked a shifting market but also illuminate how 
private property markets resegmented metropolitan space and schooling during desegregation.

Hypothesizing about how real estate advertising related to the first years of busing, one might 
expect that real estate agents would heavily advertise for schools in areas outside of the Metro 
Nashville district, or in the outer-suburban areas of the district exempted from the court order. 
Doing so would have labeled any area involved in busing as less desirable by omission. This was 
only partially the case. In the early 1970s, a typical week’s classified ads contained relatively 
more mention of schools outside of the court order’s boundaries than they had before 1971, and 
a few boasted “No Bussing Here.” Classified ads were not silent on schools under the busing 
order, however, instead focusing on a narrower range of schools than had been advertised in the 
1950s and 1960s. Real estate agents thus segmented the area covered by the court order for 
busing into regions where schools were not, or were no longer, a property asset and regions 
where they were still.55

Two representative schools, both involved in busing under the 1971 order, illustrate this pro-
cess. Rosebank Elementary School had been heavily marketed in the mid and late 1960s and 
served a middle-class white population of young families in a low-density neighborhood a few 
miles from downtown. After the court order, when busing brought black students from nearby 
black neighborhoods, Rosebank disappeared from real estate agents’ list of valuable schools. Yet 
West Meade Elementary School, to which black students were bused from distant North 
Nashville, retained its marketability as seen in continued, if somewhat reduced, mention in ads.56 
West Meade bucked the trend of white departures from desegregating schools, with its white 
population actually increasing over the 1970s. Comparing Rosebank and West Meade could sug-
gest the importance of tipping points—while both schools were predicted to have student popu-
lations between 25 and 30 percent African American, Rosebank began busing with a student 
population that was 50 percent black, 50 percent white as West Meade remained closer to 80 
percent white. This difference shaped the public image of the schools and their population. Yet 
the location of the schools was important as well. West Meade’s distance from the city core 
insulated it, in the eyes of its white homeowners and real estate agents, from the possibility of 
residential succession, and thus made the presence of black students in its school less likely to 
imply racial transition in property as well. Rosebank had no such geographic buffer. And the two 
areas posed different opportunities for real estate interests. Rosebank was at capacity for single-
family homes; West Meade and the surrounding area had more land to develop, if demand 
warranted.57
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Real estate agents fostered a new kind of segmentation of the school system by identifying 
some neighborhoods as places that had lost all marketability with respect to schools while con-
tinuing in the first years of busing to assert the desirability of others, including some included 
within the court order. They facilitated resegregation by pointing homebuyers to farther-out 
suburban areas where property values were not threatened by school desegregation, and told resi-
dents of closer-in segregated white areas that busing represented a threat not only to the prior 
racial composition of their school but to their property values. Nashville’s real estate advertising 
suggest that a binary understanding of white flight—that families either stayed in school systems 
without busing, or left ones that implemented it—is incomplete. In a few schools under the bus-
ing order, white suburban children could stay close to home in wealthy suburban areas for most 
of their years while sharing hallways and classrooms with black children who rode buses from 
the city center. In the early and mid 1970s these schools retained their implied property value, 
and were more likely to retain their white student populations.58

Many familiar stories emphasize white families’ moves across jurisdictional lines to avoid 
desegregated schooling. The city of Boston, divided by municipal lines from its many surrounding 
suburbs, demonstrates this pattern. The large metropolitan area of Atlanta provides a similar 
case, as the desegregation of city schools prompted flight to the surrounding counties. In 
Nashville, flight to areas beyond the reach of the 1971 busing order created a less extreme ver-
sion of this pattern.59 But Nashville also shows that even within the area covered by the court 
order, housing markets responded to school desegregation by further breaking the district into 
separate units, creating school districts within districts. Some of these areas retained the sanction 
of market value attached to schools. This segmentation contributed to resegregation of schools 
as those schools denied market value lost white students. This pattern stemmed from mutually 
reinforcing actions by public officials—school administrators and municipal planners—and 
private housing market agents.

Conclusion
As Judge James B. MacMillan explained in his 1969 opinion in Swann, later upheld by the 
Supreme Court, school construction was a historic cause of and vehicle for the perpetuation of 
inequality.60 This essay shows that schools not only managed desegregation in the face of 
residential segregation but in fact contributed to it. That is, it portrays schooling not as a closed 
system operating above and separate from the dynamics among government policy, market 
interaction, and individual choice that animate the housing market but instead as a part of the 
fluid interactions among these forces. Continued segregation after Brown resulted not from the 
so-called de facto outcome of individual and market forces but from education and planning 
policy choices. The school location decisions in Nashville examined here did not simply follow 
residential housing patterns but instead reflected and participated in overvaluing the interests 
of some people and places in the metropolitan landscape, while undervaluing others. Working 
on this landscape, busing reformulated previous educational inequalities even as it tried to 
address them.

Nashville’s story also illustrates the role of federal ideology and policy in making segregation 
and inequality in local settings.61 Urban renewal dollars, school planning concepts, and desegre-
gation plans flowed from Washington to be capitalized on by Nashville planners and administra-
tors. This trajectory shows that conceptualizing the South as an outlier region in the story of 
metropolitan inequity misses overemphasizes local preference and state laws and underempha-
sizes national and federal trends and policies. Nashville’s story is one version of a national pat-
tern of suburban white privilege and black urban neglect in which local and federal policy 
interacted to concentrate poor black families in city centers with relatively weaker public 
infrastructure.
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Nashville’s story reflects the potent connection between racist exclusion and many suburban 
spaces. Prosuburban ideology could be of benefit to black people as well as white, however, as 
increasing numbers of black middle-class families moved to the suburbs in the late 1960s and 
1970s.62 School construction patterns reinforced other factors prompting middle-class African 
Americans to leave central cities, including displacement through public housing construction 
and urban renewal, and thus furthered the isolation by class of segregated urban neighborhoods 
in central cities.

Nashville’s demographics set a challenging context for defining an equitable approach to bus-
ing: how much of the burden of desegregation should black children, in the statistical minority, 
be expected to shoulder? Education planners, local and federal, who designed busing in Nashville 
never fully engaged this question, however. The confluence of prosuburban political, economic, 
and ideological forces made inequitable distributions of educational resources and the subse-
quent inequitable treatment of different students seem logical, necessary, and even natural. 
Instead of seeking solutions to this thorny dilemma, many local actors instead recognized the 
power of schools to shape the landscape and chose to use this power in favor of suburban growth, 
neglecting the interests of those predominantly poor and black children and families residing in 
the city center. Building segregated schools and neighborhoods before Brown and perpetuating 
them after created a deeply entrenched and spatially organized barrier against substantive equal-
ity in schooling, of a kind seen throughout metropolitan America.
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Notes

 1. Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg, 402 U.S. 1 (1971).
 2. Some studies of school desegregation have acknowledged the manipulations of space used to impede 

desegregation. Davison Douglas, Reading, Writing and Race: The Desegregation of the Charlotte 
Schools (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1995), 123-33, 138-39, shows that 
Charlotte’s desegregation process brought the closure of several previously segregated black schools 
in the city. David Cecelski documents a small-town case in Along Freedom Road: Hyde County, North 
Carolina and the Fate of Black Schools in the South (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 
1994). “Dozens” of systems took this approach, as noted by Hon. James B. McMillan in Swann v. 
Charlotte-Mecklenburg, 306 F. Supp. 1291 (1969). Gregory S. Jacobs, Getting Around Brown: 
Desegregation, Development and the Columbus Public Schools (Columbus: Ohio State University 
Press, 1998) emphasizes school and municipal jurisdictional lines.
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  For attempts to incorporate planning, architecture, and school design, see Michael Clapper, 
“School Design, Site Selection, and the Political Geography of Race in Postwar Philadelphia,” Journal 
of Planning History 5 (August 2006): 241-63, and the other articles in that special issue on education 
in planning history.

   Both Jack Dougherty and Bethany L. Rogers point to the gap between urban and education his-
tory that this study and the others in this issue are working to fill: Jack Dougherty, “Bridging the Gap 
between Urban, Suburban, and Educational History,” in William J. Reese and John L. Rury, eds., 
Rethinking the History of American Education (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007), 245-59; 
Bethany L. Rogers, “Integrating Education History and Urban History: The Politics of Schools and 
Cities,” Journal of Urban History 34 (July 2008): 855-69.

 3. Important works on linked segregation and suburbanization include Kenneth Jackson, Crabgrass 
Frontier: The Suburbanization of the United States (New York: Oxford University Press, 1985); 
Arnold R. Hirsch, Making the Second Ghetto: Race and Housing in Chicago, 1940–1960 (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1998); Thomas Sugrue, The Origins of the Urban Crisis: Race and 
Inequality in Postwar Detroit (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1998); Robert Self, 
American Babylon: Race and the Making of Postwar Oakland (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 
2003).

 4. In the history of education, the de facto label still has currency in describing a period of school deseg-
regation after massive resistance, even when scholars recognize its problems in describing housing 
policy. See, for example, articles in the History of Education Quarterly on the fiftieth anniversary of 
the Brown decision, including those by Richard Altenbaugh, Wayne J. Urban, and Michael Fultz. 
History of Education Quarterly 44, no. 1 (March 2004).

 5. Matthew Lassiter offers an important critique and historical inquiry into the roots of the idea of de 
facto. See Matthew Lassiter, “De Jure/De Facto Segregation: The Long Shadow of a National Myth,” 
in Matthew D. Lassiter and Joseph Crespino, eds., The End of Southern History (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2009). Andrew R. Highsmith demonstrates the problems with the de facto label as it 
applies to school policy in the North in his dissertation, “Demolition Means Progress: Race, Class, and 
the Deconstruction of the American Dream in Flint, Michigan” (University of Michigan, 2009), as 
does Jeanne Theoharris, “‘I’d Rather Go to School in the South’: How Boston’s School Desegregation 
Complicates the Civil Rights Paradigm,” in Komozi Woodward, ed., Freedom North: Black Freedom 
Struggles Outside the South, 1940–1980 (Gordonsville, VA: Palgrave Macmillan, 2003), 125-51.

 6. Examples include the Los Angeles suburb of South Gate (Becky Nicolaides, My Blue Heaven: Life 
and Politics in the Working-Class Suburbs of Los Angeles, 1920–1965 [Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 2002], 290-92), Denver, Colorado (Keyes v. School District No. 1, 413 U.S. 189 
[1973]), and Columbus, Ohio (Jacobs, Getting Around Brown, 14-15, 20-21).

 7. See Jackson, Crabgrass Frontier; Sugrue, Origins of the Urban Crisis; Hirsch, Making the Second 
Ghetto; and Self, American Babylon.

 8. Metropolitan Planning Commission (hereafter MPC), Schools for 1980 (Nashville, TN: MPC, 1964), 
4-6; James Taylor, School Sites: Selection, Development, and Utilization (US Dept. of Health, 
Education, and Welfare Office of Education Special Publication No. 7) (Washington, DC: Government 
Printing Office, 1958), 29-30, 34-35. HEW likely undertook this report in anticipation of the large 
investment of federal funds into school construction hoped for but not achieved under Eisenhower. See 
James L. Sundquist, Politics and Policy: The Eisenhower, Kennedy and Johnson Years (Washington, 
DC: Brookings Institution, 1968), chap. 5.

 9. Taylor, School Sites, 29-30, 34-35. For a broader discussion of the spatialization of racial privilege and 
inequality, see George Lipsitz, How Racism Takes Place, (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2011).

10. The other essays in this volume point to a similar relationship, with schooling a driving factor in 
development and housing patterns.
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11. Nashville’s consolidation was only the fourth successful city–county consolidation in the twentieth 
century. Consolidated city–county governments became relatively more common in the South and 
West, including Miami–Dade, Charlotte–Mecklenburg, and the City and County of Denver. Brett W. 
Hawkins, Nashville Metro: The Politics of City–County Consolidation (Nashville, TN: Vanderbilt 
University Press, 1966), 3, 25-26.

12. An April 1960 annexation after the census count increased the city population by 82,512, of whom 6.2 
percent were black. U.S. Census of Population, 1960. (Washington: Government Printing Office, 
1961). Table 22.

13. Hawkins, Nashville Metro, 76; Code of the Metropolitan Government of Nashville–Davidson County, 
http://www.municode.com/resources/gateway.asp?pid=14214&sid=42 (accessed April 18, 2008).

14. C. Beverly Briley interview with Paul Clement, tape 10B, March and May 1980, Century III Oral 
History Collection, Nashville Public Library (hereafter NPL).

15. MPC, Schools for 1980; School Directory, MNPS, 1979–1980, “Fifteen Year Analysis of Enrollment 
Trends, Metro Nashville Public Schools” (1984), Robert W. Kelley et al. v. Metropolitan County 
Board of Education of Nashville, Tennessee, record group 21, National Archives and Records 
Administration—Southeast (Morrow, GA; hereafter Kelley), box 21, file 1984; and John Egerton, 
“Analysis of Data From Interrogatories Submitted to Metropolitan School System” (1970), Kelley. On 
the connection with urban renewal, see “Nashville Stands at Modernization Forefront” (undated clip-
ping, ca. 1962), NPL, Greater Nashville Association of Realtors Papers, box 1, series 1-D; Gerald 
Gimre, “Urban Renewal: The Nashville Story” (undated clipping from Tennessee Town and City, ca. 
1962), Metro Archives of Nashville and Davidson County (hereafter MANDC), Dick Battle Papers, 
box 1, file 5.

16. Overcrowding at urban schools is documented in both MPC, Schools for 1980 and Metro Nashville 
Public Schools (hereafter MNPS), “Building and School Improvement Study” (hereafter BASIS) 
(Nashville, TN: MNPS), for schools including Wharton, John Early, and Ford Greene, with numbers 
of classrooms in excess of capacity listed at MPC, Schools for 1980, 345-50. At Ford Greene, and 
others, overcrowding continued despite recent additions, indicating unsuccessful efforts minimally to 
meet demand. Schools like Clemons and Caldwell became overcrowded between 1964 and 1970, as 
was noted in MPC, “Amendment I to Schools for 1980,” December 20, 1967, MPC Library, filed with 
Schools for 1980. The quotes are from MPC, Schools for 1980, 107, 110-11.

17. Lester M. Salomon and Gary L. Wamsley, “The Politics of Urban Land Policy: Zoning and Urban 
Development in Nashville,” in Growing Metropolis (Nashville, TN: Vanderbilt University Press, 
1975), 154-56. Membership on the MPC was listed in each of the many reports the agency issued in 
the 1950s, 60s, and 70s.

Here the phrase real estate interests focuses predominantly on white developers and agents in this 
period of strict segregation in real estate markets. Although there were at least two established black 
real estate development firms in Nashville in this period, I have not found evidence of their relation-
ship to the MPC.

18. Bill Carey, Fortunes, Fiddles and Fried Chicken: A Nashville Business History (Nashville, TN: 
Hillsborough, 2000), 59, 203-4; Metro Nashville Board of Education (hereafter MNBOE), Agenda, 
January 25, 1966, on file at MNPS. MNBOE, Minutes, August 13, 1968, January 14, 1969, and 
September 28, 1971, on file at MNPS; City of Nashville Board of Education (hereafter CNBOE), 
Minutes, February 4, 1953, volume 1951–1954, on file at MNPS. On Moses McKissack, see Andrew 
Wiese, Places of Their Own: African-American Suburbanization in the Twentieth Century (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2004), 139.

19. For advertisements touting HG Hill, West Meade, and Hillwood schools, see Tennessean, section D, 
May 4, 1964, May 4, 1968, May 5, 1968, January 12, 1969, May 4, 1969, January 11, 1970, and May 
3, 1970, among others. Steven Samuel Smith documented developers donating land to the school 
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